Listen to the complete interview: Ralph Schulz

President & CEO, Metro Area Nashville Chamber of Commerce

Keywords / Phrases from the Introduction Track

- Objective information
- Research
- Nashville
- Denver
- Community Leaders
- Priorities
- Economic Development

All sample questions are designed in order to apply internet search as a basis for exploring and discovering new information.

Sample Questions

- What does Ralph Schulz describe as an important function of the chamber of commerce? Research the work of your own local chamber of commerce. Describe the most recent project of the chamber which has gained local or regional press?

- What is economic development and why is important to local communities? What role does the chamber play in assisting your local area or region with economic development?

- What other organizations does the chamber collaborate with in order to achieve its goals? Why is this type of collaboration necessary and important to the local community? What are some specific projects resulting from such collaboration?